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Cell Insurance launches the all
new Cell Captives Solutions

R

ISKS are naturally unavoidable in any type of
business operations. The financial consequences
of risk occurring can however, have the impact
of wiping out the entire assets of a business which is
why most businesses opt to take out insurance covers.
As technology, innovation and higher customer expectations redefine the market place; it now becomes more
important to keep up with the pace of the insurance industry requirements and evolving customer demands.
Ushering a new era of risk financing
Cell Insurance offers a diverse range of short term
insurance and other risk financing solutions targeted at
corporate enterprises, small to medium enterprises and
individual needs. The company’s philosophy is deeply rooted in providing comprehensive risk management
solutions. As a result, Cell Insurance launched the Cell
Captives product in line with risk management trends
happening in the local and international market place.
As risks have become more and more complex, there
has been increasing demand for risk financing solutions
that cover these risks in a cost effective manner. A business should have the freedom to choose the insurance
option that is suitable for their company and this insurance freedom is provided for in the Cell Captives option.
Traditional insurance normally offers general insurance
covers, which protect you in the event of injuries, assets
damage or financial losses incurred during your businesses operation in exchange for a certain premium. As
risk management standards have improved in the workplace and efficiencies have increased, the possibilities of
certain risks occurring has gone down and organizations
have been left with a need for alternative risk financing
options which are more flexible and cost effective than
conventional insurance options.
What are Cell Captives?
Cell Captives are a valuable risk management tool
that allows insured clients to transfer the economic benefits of their risk and investments into a facility called a
“cell”. Through this, Cell Insurance’s unique structures
allow clients an equity participation in that cell which
is governed contractually by a shareholding agreement.
The structure is similar to that of a “honeycomb” with
separate classes of shares which individually comprise a
business cell. Each cell is represented by a separate class
of ordinary shares with specified dividend rights which
are limited to that cell. Clients subscribe for these shares
and as cell owners, they are afforded the risk financing
and conventional insurance capabilities just like those
enjoyed by a licensed insurer. As a valuable risk management tool, cell captives provide a useful vehicle for
ordinary companies to underwrite their own insurance
risks limited to the solvency of their cell. With this, cell
owners enjoy a greater degree of control on how their insurance program is managed and can customize the risk
financing program to their needs. Unlike in the conventional market, risk benefits and profits of the cell accrue
to the cell owner and not insurer. Typical risks which are
insured in cells includes excess buy down layers, risks
which are not insurable conventionally or risk which is
uneconomic to insure in conventional market due to high
premium levels and good loss ratios. Cell captives also
allow clients to access the conventional insurance and
reinsurance markets directly and cost-effectively to cover the excess and catastrophe exposures such that there
will always be adequate cover for the risks.
Key benefits of Cell Captives are that:
• They assist in reduction of the cost of conventional
insurance.
• They allow the companies to retain risk and share
in the profit potential of an integrated risk management
program.
• The investments of premium and capital accrue to
the cell and increases risk carrying capacity.
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